FOR VENTILATION HOODS

StoveTop FireStop

PLUS SENSOR (S)
• Sensor technology
constantly monitors
the cooking surface,
and deploys within
seconds of detecting
a fire.

• Omnidirectional ramp
for broader coverage
of the cooking surface

• One pair protects a
typical residential,
4-burner stove
• Simple, magnet-based
installation
• 6-year effective life
• For residential, indoor
kitchens

• Automatic suppression • No maintenance or
inspections needed
• Stylish new design

STFS PLUS S

StoveTop FireStop Plus Sensor (STFS Plus S)
features an array of embedded sensors that
monitor a stove’s cooking surface for the
specific signature of a grease fire. When a fire
is detected, the unit deploys within seconds,
suppressing the fire below.
STFS Plus S also features the improved styling,
enhanced powder delivery mechanism, and
increased functional range of STFS Plus.
Simply attach the pre-installed magnet to the top
of your ventilation hood or cabinetry* above the
stove.
*Non-magnetic surfaces require the Adhesive Mounting Kit

ADHESIVE MOUNTING KIT
Mounting Kit for non-magnetic
surfaces over the stove.

MODEL COMPARISON FOR VENTHOOD PRODUCTSUT
One night back in 1972, our
company’s founders were attending
a neighborhood block party when
they overheard someone talking
about a recent grease fire. The
neighbor stated, “I got distracted
and left the stove on. Sure, I had a
fire extinguisher and baking soda
in the fridge. But since I wasn’t in
the kitchen to use them, neither did
me any good!” Hearing this story
became a revelation, and launched
the design of the simple, automatic
fire suppressor that is today known
as StoveTop FireStop.

PROVIDING SIMPLE,
AUTOMATIC COOKING
FIRE SUPPRESSION IS
SOMETHING WE TAKE VERY
SERIOUSLY.
StoveTop FireStop has protected
individuals and families from the
deadly effects of cooking fires since
1972, and we want to do the same
for you and your family.

PART NUMBER

Rangehood

STFS Plus

STFS Plus Sensor

675-3

679-3

679-S-3

AUTOMATIC

Works automatically. Suppresses fires even when no one is in the kitchen

FUNCTION

Powder is released onto fire only with direct,
sustained contact with a flame

ALERT

UNIT OF SALE

Makes a “POP!” sound upon activation

Sold by the pair to protect a residential, four-burner cooktop
Cooking fire protection for up to six (6) years

EFFECTIVE LIFE

HOOD TYPE

Protects kitchens with
traditional range hoods
above the cooking
surface

CLEARANCE

27-35 inches

POSITIONING

MOUNTING*

NOTES

Powder released when
dangerous conditions
detected
Emits a loud, audible
tones like a smoke
detector

Protects kitchens with flush-bottom or decorative
hoods above the cooking surface
15-32 inches

22-32 inches

Position each canister at the midpoint between the center of the front and back
burner on each side of cooktop surface
Attaches by a pre-installed magnet to underside of ventilation hood
We invented the
technology, and have
been the market leader
for over 40 years

New omnidirectional
ramp increases powder
distribution on the
cooking surface

Detects the fire sooner,
suppressing before it
gets out of control.

Invisible—canisters
disappear in the recess
of the range hood

Improved design and
colors to match your
designer hood’s finish

Can be paired with
STFS Shut-Off
Module** to disable the
stove.

* Alternative mounting kits available for purchase online.
** Sold separately.Eque nonecat molupidunt re et etur amus eum eat magnati antiorepta vel illa coressunt exero velibus eumquid
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Originally founded in 1963 by Bob
and Della Williams, the company
now known as WilliamsRDM has a
knack for solving complex problems
with simple solutions.

For more information or to purchase, contact us below:

a division of WilliamsRDM
200 Greenleaf Street
Fort Worth, TX 76107
866 616-7976 toll free
STFS.com
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